One Year OHS, Three Sports, Three
Letters, School Record, Turkey Trot
victory, All “A’s” and the
unconfirmed record for “most
dates”. A Student Exchange
tradition that potentially will span
three generations of the same host
families.

THE EXCHANGE
STUDENT
SUPERSTAR
Sports . Classroom . Social

By Rod Ellis ‘65

Hans Gerd Wiegand Class
of 1963

The Exchange Student:

Track Superstar
from the Class of 1963
By Rod Ellis ‘65

Hans Wiegand not only never lost (until the injury), he was
never even seriously challenged! I remember the whole
track team lining up to watch Hans run the 100 and 220yard dash. At about halfway, he would "float" and just keep
his lead - you could actually see him relax and coast to the
finish line! I got after him about not always pushing hard and I asked him if he didn't
want to break the school record? *(Dick Ewing 1953 10.0 in the 100 and 22.2 in the
220). He told me that “the risk of injury was too great and that he would only go faster
to win”. How fast was he capable of running? In Germany, he already clocked 11.0 in
the 100m which would be equivalent to 10.1 or 10.0 in the 100-yard dash. I was
amazed to realize that no competitor could beat him! He had recently run a 10.4
against Charlotte, but his best official time was 10.2 in the 100 and 22.9 in the 220
against several speedsters in a dual meet with Lansing Eastern. He didn’t need
1963 Tomahawk
those times to win, but he told me later that he wanted to discourage the
Eastern sprinters from thinking they could win the 880-relay coming up.
The last event of that dual meet was the 880-yard relay. Four sprinters
make three hand-offs of the baton, twice around the track. A short and
very fast race since it is a 220-yard dash for each team member. No
“floating” because it puts more pressure on the next sprinter on your
team. A staggered start with Okemos on the inside lane meant that you
start “behind” your competitor and stay in your lane to even out the
distance at the curve. Coach Raymond chose to lead off with Hans.
Raymond’s strategy was psychological warfare: start Hans where he
builds a huge lead after starting from “behind”, which makes the other
team think from the beginning of the race they cannot catch up and, at
the same time our team with the lead will run like scared rabbits. It
worked! Hans blew by his competitor and handed off to Jon Overholt
’64 who stretched the lead and made a perfect exchange to Gary Sturk
‘64 who kept the lead and handed off to Lynn Van Sickler ’64 who ran the sprint of his
life…and won…a new school record at 1:34.4!
The whole Okemos Track team converged at the finish line to surround the jubilant track
stars who were jumping up and down in celebration. Sprinters wore special track shoes
only sold at Vandervorts in downtown Lansing. A very light shoe made from Kangaroo
and long, fixed (not replaceable) spikes that they might even sharpen. Yep, Lynn Van
Sickler got spiked during the celebration. As luck would have it, Willey Schultz’s dad
was at the meet and Dr. Schultz, a prominent Ophthalmologist and surgeon took Lynn
to Sparrow Hospital a couple blocks away for lots of stiches down the side of his knee.
Van Sickler walked at practice for a few days, then light workouts on a stiff leg. The
pressure was on the relay team to win the League and for the first time get Coach

Raymond’s team to the State finals. Then his worst fear happened…Hans pulled his
ham-string muscle a week before the Capital Circuit League championship track
meet. Coach Raymond took Hans out of class every day to Michigan State athletic
department for treatments. The back of his leg turned black and he limped all week.
He did everything he could, carefully following the instructions from the MSU
trainers…walking, resting, cold packs, hot packs, special stretches.
It was a cold, wet evening for the League championship finals in the Spring of 1963.
Hans stayed in the bus, pacing up and down the aisle, trying to get his leg warmed
up. The 100-yard Dash was packed with top athletes, but all he had to do was to finish
3rd in order to advance to the finals. The gun went off and I could see Hans
limping! He pushed it hard, but all he managed to do was to make the injury worse and
came in 4th in a very tight race. The winning time in that heat was 10.9 seconds. Hans
used to clock that time warming up in practice! Everyone was stunned - especially the
competitors that Hans had blown away all season! It was a respectable time but was
still not fast enough to have pushed him with his “just fast enough to win” philosophy, to
an Okemos school record, if he had won...same for the finals which as I remember was
10.4. The 880 Relay team had to substitute and didn’t make the finals. The whole team
was shocked, and nothing was said on the bus heading home…except Coach Raymond
asked me if our family had any plans for another exchange student the next year!

The track team won
most of their meets
that year, but with
Hans out, placed 3rd
in the Capital Circuit
League
championship. No
new sprint records
that year, but 880yard Relay record
held for several
years.
In 1964, the Student
Council funded a
track record display
that hung in the main
gym on the north
wall. Relay team
member Gary Sturk is
pictured hoisting the
“new School Record”.
Jon Overholt on the wall (left) putting up Jack Parisian’s ’63 High and Low Hurdle
School Record’s of 16.0 and 21.0 sec.
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The Exchange Student:

Cross-country Superstar
Who knows where the “Turkey Trot” tradition came from, but in
late fall of 1962, the cross-country team challenged “any and
all” high school students to the annual two-mile race on our
home course. The race was “open” so everyone ran in one
heat. It was usually a big event with the JV and Varsity CC
team and entrants from many of the other sports. Coach Baker
made the basketball team run; coach Brown had the football team so worn out in
practice, they generally didn’t have the energy to run. The real challengers were the
wrestlers! Even after months of training and competition, most of the cross-country
team would be beaten by most of the wrestlers! Curiously, this year there were a lot of
girls lining the course and packing the finish line. Three months into the school year,
Hans was clearly the “Most Popular” and his fans turned out in droves!
Hans was a sprinter and didn’t like all the practice that went into long distance running.
Nevertheless, he competed with the best at two miles. Kerry Byrnes and Hans were the
only seniors and the team leaders were juniors and co-captains, Jon Overholt and Jim
Somers who clocked the best time that season at 11 min and 12 seconds. Coach
Bjorkquist liked to train the team using the Swedish technique (the Swedish didn’t
translate very well and we died laughing asking Coach to repeat the name “fart lick”). It
consisted of training at three interval speeds: jog, full run, sprint, jog, full run, sprint…for
Hans, it was: jog, jog, sprint, jog, jog, sprint!
The gun went off and this great mass of runners charged forward. The cross-country
team, experienced in running at big invitational races, sprinted ahead and took an early
lead. By the one-mile mark, all the wrestlers had passed all the JV cross-country team!
By 1 ½ miles, only a handful of Varsity Cross Country team, led by Kerry Byrnes, had a
slight lead over the wrestling team led by Fred Stehman, Mike McGilliard, Randy Martin
and Al Reynolds. I
don’t remember what
happened to Jim
Somers and he may
not have run that race.
In the last half mile,
Kerry Byrnes took the
lead and started to put
some distance on the
group. From my
vantage point (way at
the end of all the
runners) it looked like
Hans was hanging
back with “the pack”.

With about 300 yards to go, and Kerry with a commanding lead, Hans lit on fire! No
doubt encouraged by his cheering fans, he took off like a shot…

In his autobiography (published on OkemosAlumni.org), Giants in Their Realms, Kerry
Byrnes ’63 recollects his former teacher and cross country coach: “John Bjorkquist
(biology and cross country) – Biology was not a favorite subject—and even less cutting
into frogs—but Mr. Bjorkquist made the class tolerable and motivated me to be a better
runner in cross county, resulting in taking 2nd place in the annual Turkey Trot,

losing to a German xchange student (Hans) who sprinted past me in the
last 100 yards.”

Odd, they skipped me
(Rod Ellis) in the lineup
captions…I guess not
worth mentioning? I’m in
the Second row, 6th down,
between Miller and
Gorden, directly behind
Hans in the first row
(Varsity).

The Exchange Student:

Basketball “Rock Star”

Okemos High School Basketball Team1962-1963

The team was a good one that year, lead by Sophomore Bill Breckenfeld who would get
even better the next two years. Hans got into half of the games, but when he shot, he
was likely to score almost 64% of the time.

Basketball games are won on the most points scored. If points were earned by being
“popular” instead of by baskets,
Hans would have been the
team leader.
There was excitement building
when Okemos had a
comfortable lead, not the
anticipation of winning, rather
the anticipation that Hans
would get in the game!

50 years later, Cheerleader,
Bev Smith saw Hans’ picture on
the OkemosAlumni.org website
and commented:
“Fun to see Hans as an adult.
Still remember the standing
ovation when Hans got into the basketball game off the bench.”

Bev Smith Holt ‘65

Bev remembered how popular Hans was…“he got a standing ovation from the fans
when he got into the basketball game and the confused look on the opponents faces as
they had no idea why everyone was cheering!”

In the Lansing State Journal April 24, 1963, Coach Raymond said:

And In the Classroom…
From the perspective of performance and impact alone, I believe we will remember
Hans Wiegand as the most accomplished athlete of the time. The excitement and
expectation that he created in that one school year 1962/1963, will be with us forever.
But to remember that one year in athletics would not tell the whole story of the impact
he made on Okemos High School and why his story should be remembered and
honored by all Okemos Alumns. Hans was not only a record holder for his “speed”, but
was a record holder as a storied “student/athlete”.

From the 1963 Tomahawk “Senior Resume”, (Note the “nice” editing ot his
name…HAND WIEGAND!), in one year was elected to Student Parliament, inducted
into the Honor Society, joined four clubs and lettered in 3 sports (with one school record
in Track, winner of the All School Turkey Trot and the only Basketball “sub” to get a
standing ovation just for getting into the game!)

The social life of a Superstar…
Hans was “our“ Exchange Student. Our family was Emil and Doris Ellis, Melody (Class
of ’63), Rod ’65 and Mary ’67 and lived in Forest Hills. I can’t remember what
possessed my parents to take on another child. I had a good life going for me in
1962...the only boy in the family, my own room in the basement, Sophomore year
coming up...and I lived next door to a cheerleader! And besides,” he” wasn’t even in my
grade! The Youth For Understanding representative came to our house in 1961 and
showed us a binder of profiles and mug shots. Finally, my sister Mary picked him out
because he was standing in front of some art. Mary figured it was a painting of his that
he was showing off, so perfect, she wanted an artist.
Hans arrived in the summer of 1962, on Icelandic after a 20-hour transatlantic airplane
(not jet!) flight from West Germany (remember “the Berlin Wall”). He was quiet at first,

not confident with his English. Mary showed him the “mug shot” the agency gave us to
recognize him at the airport and he quickly dispelled the “artist” notion: “Nine…idst just
hangs on der vall to make me look goot”. Everyone in our family played musical
instruments and our dad used to be a band director…”do you play any musical
instruments?”…”Ya, I play der radio!” We all laughed and laughed…I could picture this
might be fun after all!
The Class of 1963 was unique in many ways. It was a small class of around 100 but
they had a disproportionate number of science and academic students, hung out
together in large groups and were very sociable. Melody wanted to introduce him to the
class right away, so what better way than a “pool party”. Twenty years later, I asked
Hans if he had any special recollections of events at Okemos (track, cross country,
basketball meets, practice, the coaches, other team members, dances at the High
School or the cheerleaders?). He recollected this first pool party at Jim Eichmerier's
house! As the fun and foolishness ensued, Hans hit the bottom
1963 with Judy Diller at Prom
of the pool, cut his face above his eye. We took him to Dr.
Breckenfeld’s office at night and got him "sewed up"…without
anesthetic! Hans said that for
years, he “impressed the German
girls” with his “dueling scar”! And
50 years later, he still has the
perfect accent of a high school
Senior from the Mid-West, when
recollecting about that magical year
at Okemos.

.

Last picture of his first time in America

A couple of years ago, I first thought about writing about Hans. I regret not starting the
project when I thought about it since I wanted to interview Coach Baker and Coach
Raymond about their recollections of
Hans. By now, we have lost them both,
but their thoughts about Hans were
recorded 54 years ago in the article
below. Highlighted from that article are
Coach Raymond’s thoughts about
Hans.
I think coach thought it was a good
experience!

In the spring of 1963, Hans was interviewed by the Lansing newspaper Sportswriter. By
then, the word was out that Okemos had an exceptional student/athlete “dropped-intheir-lap” and “the word” was being spread by his coaches. The Exchange Student
Superstar had it all…academics, personality and athletics…this was headline material
(well, ok, Section E, page 2, but headline, nevertheless). It’s a great read and tells the
tale of this great episode in Okemos High School history.

1962 Hans and Tom Shick "going all out for a good cause"! Okemos High School gym.

Click to go to Hans’ Profile and enter your comments and memories.

Epilog

Although Hans left in the summer of 1963, he has remained very close to his American
family and classmates. Letters, phone calls and tape recordings were regular events
through each year. He (and later his
family) often returned for holidays
and us for weddings (we didn’t miss
any of his 3 children’s weddings) and
vacations (pictured is Cassie, our
daughter Maggie, Hans and
Madalena in Paris 1997). I figure that
someone in our family has been with

someone in his family every year since
High School! In 1990, Hans and family
made one of their many trips to the States,
pictured is Hans and daughter Suzanna at
our cottage on Lake Michigan (Still
waterskiing!). Classmates too, visited
Hans…I think the first was Jon Overholt
(from the relay team) who traveled to
Dortmund in the summer 1965. In the
summer of 1966, Melody, I and Bruce Gardner (’63) met up with Hans and for 10
weeks, toured Europe in a VW Beetle! That summer is a travelogue adventure worth
writing about. Melody asked Bruce at their 50th class reunion in 2013, if he was up to
redoing the trip, to which he responded that “he was ready!”. I plan on putting my
memories of that trip on paper and giving it to his kids…Bruce Gardner died in October,
2016.

Over all the years with Hans, I rarely and only briefly heard anything from him about his
formative years in athletics and only casual mentions (usually in a letter) about his
athletic activities after high school. So, “for the record”, I recently posed some
questions by phone and email, and after endless prodding, his wonderful wife,
Madalena, sat him down, asked him questions and transcribed his answers. As it
turned out, she was just as surprised as me to hear these wonderful recollections of his
past. Always with, humor and self-deprecation, Hans filled in the gaps much better than
I could if I was there when it happened…and at one of the following events, I was there!

Questionnaires for OkemosAlumni:
(Hans Gerd Wiegand speaking with his wife, Madalena)
February 11, 2017
How was your “athletic life“? (Madalena poses the questions)
Hans, you’re born in 1944. Which were your first sport activities?
As every little boy in Germany (also nowadays) I started playing soccer, in the Fifties of
last century among the ruins of World War II – there was a lot of space, because the
town of Dortmund, where we lived was heavily bombed.
When did you become first member of a sports club?
About the age of 10 I became member of a gymnastics club, because my older sisters
went there, too. But I realized very quickly that I was much too heavy and tall to become
a good gymnast. So, I started playing soccer in a club. It’s important to know that my
birth town Dortmund is famous for its soccer club. At soccer, it was very important to be
quick, run quick and to be able to stand when an opponent tries to hit you. At this time
our coach realized my ability in running and jumping. Mostly I was faster than the
opponent.
Which other kind of sports did you practice at this time?
Regarding my ability to run and jump I also joined at school our basketball team. That
means at least two times a week I practiced - compared with my training time at
Okemos this was very little.
Can you tell me a story you still remember?
I still remember a basketball game which took place in Reims (France). I was there as a
member of the senior school team and we were playing against a French school team
from a High School. First after our arrival (by bus about 600 km or so), the French boys
gave us the possibility to visit the town, the famous cathedral, and last but not least we
had a guided tour through the famous champagne cellars. They tried to make us drink a
lot – which we did! -, hoping that we would lose the next day our match against them.
But they were disappointed – we won!
What else can you tell me from this time at school?
Well, then I spent one year at Okemos High School – and you know already how I was
doing there. I loved the special conditions there, which were much better than in
Germany – it was really a great time! In Okemos I was lucky to be chosen as member of
the senior basketball team, I ran cross country and won the yearly turkey trot.
What did you do when you got back to Germany?
First, I had to finish High School, then I had to do military service. As a soldier, I was
one of the representatives of my unit for track competitions – and besides this, soldiers
always had a lot of physical challenges, so that I didn’t lose my good physical condition.

And after this time you began studying at the Technical University of Aachen,
right?
Yes, and there I had a lot of possibilities to try other kinds of sport as well – for instance
sailing at the nearby Northern Sea in the Netherlands. I liked sailing very much, so I
passed my sailing license at the Yachting Club at the Baltic Sea. After we were married
a few years and our two first children were born, we rented a boat for summer vacation
and showed the kids how much fun it is to be on the sea in a sailboat.
Were there other new activities as well?
Yes, I learned how to ski, because at university I had friends from Austria, who
practiced skiing since childhood. We went places in Austria and Switzerland – but I
never learned how to ski like them; I was fast and went straight downhill, but without
much of technique. That one winter I fell and broke my thumb. Fortunately, we were in
Switzerland, where surgeons have great experience in treating these ski-accidents.
After this treatment, I was some years really wealthy, because they implanted a
platinum plate in my thumb – this was at that time “state of the art” and could only be
done in Switzerland.
As a student at Aachen, I also played tennis and continued track, but is was more like a
hobby without competitions.
After graduation from Aachen, you started to work for a company in Nuernberg.
Was this the end of your sport activities?
No, it was not. As with many companies in Germany, they had a soccer team. I joined
the team and we used to play soccer once a week after work. Also, I started jogging
with a colleague from the company. As our family grew, we took bike tours during
vacation. Until the age of 50, I had passed the “Sports Badge” every year. When we
moved to Weinheim (near Heidelberg), I had less time for sports. So, instead of playing
soccer, which can be very dangerous for “old boys” who like to attack the opponent, I
started to play basketball again – until I learned, that this also is dangerous. One
evening I got home and my wife (Madalena) had to drive me to the hospital because my
thumb (the second one!) was broken. This was the end of my career as a basketball
player.
Did you find a replacement for track, soccer and basketball?
Indeed, I did. During 12 years, Madalena and I made long distance bike rides along the
rivers in Germany. There are good bike trails along these rivers and no hills! In the
evening, we used to stop in a hotel somewhere in a nice city, the luggage was safely on
our bikes – we just needed our credit cards to spend wonderful vacations!
What was the longest distance you made by bike?
In 2003 we started in front of our house and rode up the Rhine Valley all the way to the
Northern Sea, about 500 km (310 miles).

Where there other
vacations as well with
sport activities?Yes, for
instance, in 2012, a boat
and bike tour on the
Danube River with our
American friends Rod (’65)
and Cassie Ellis! We spent
a great time on a boat going
from Passau to Vienna, with
the possibility to
accompany the boat by
biking. It was great fun!

Hans, now at the age of 72, which kind of sport do you still practice?
Unfortunately, I’m suffering from a Lewy-Body-Disease, and therefore we had to finish
the biking. I still go to a Health Club twice a week, where I join a so-called “Cycle-WellGroup”. I like walking in the forest near our home, but that’s it.

Sounds like a “too good to be true” movie…
Little Hansie, grows up in the ashes of war, in his youth, he matures in a rebuilding
nation then comes to America and electrifies his Senior Class with his wit, intelligence
and athletic skills. After setting records, winning trophies, making lifelong friends (and
don’t forget, dating all the girls!), returns to his native land, earns his doctorate and
climbs the global corporate world…with his wit, intelligence and athletic skills.

Hans Gerd Wiegand, “Superstar” Okemos High School Class of 1963

Rod and Cassie Ellis, Madalena and Hans Wiegand, Sunset on the beach, Bordeaux, France
2001

2012 Hans and Madalena dancing with their Grand Children in Germany

Hans and Madalena
Weinheim, Germany
2002

Hans and Rod Ellis in Hourtin, France 2001

Hans Gerd Wiegand and Rod Ellis
Weinheim, Germany June 29, 2018

Hans Gerd Wiegand, August 14, 1944 to December 15, 2018
German Exchange Student, August 1962 to July 1963
Okemos High School, September 1962 to June 1963
Okemos Class of 1963
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